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HEADINGS

1 Aims

This project is a detailed study of ancient glacial deposits termed the Sirius Group,
focussed mainly at Allan Hills, but including Mount Feather and Table Mountain,
Southern Victoria Land, Antarctica. The Sirius Group is a collection of Neogene deposits
that crop out at high elevations (mostly >1500 m) throughout the Transantarctic
Mountains (TAM). Allan Hills occupies a low point in the TAM, making the site more
susceptible to overriding by the EAIS during minor volume fluctuations, while Mount
Feather has the highest elevation deposits of the Sirius Group. Table Mountain is
nearby Mount Feather and of similar elevation to Allan Hills, but the deposits there are
more varied. The aim of this project is to show whether the Sirius Group was deposited
by valley glacier or continental ice sheet, by wet- or dry-based glacial ice, by a single
depositional event or several overriding events and to determine paleoflow direction.
The expansion of the study this season to include deposits at Mount Feather and Table
Mountain significantly widens the scope of the project and will permit a valid regional
perspective.

The field season ran from mid-November 2000 to December 22, 2000 and included
visits to three field sites: Allan Hills, Mount Feather and Table Mountain. Holme and
Hicock's work at Allan Hills consisted of outcrop description and mapping (continued
from the 1999/2000 field season), while work at Mount Feather and Table Mountain
focussed on outcrop studies. ln total, nine outcrops were studied and 24 samples were
taken. Collected data include: 330 stone orientations were measured, 51 linear glacial
abrasions and 79 planar deformational structures. Bornholdt's work consisted of
mapping and sampling the volcanogenic and sedimentary deposits which comprise
Mount Watters. Additionally, Holme aided K047a in choosing potential sites for their
drilling program at Allan Hills.

Planning

Discuss the New Zealand pre-Antarctic planning phase of your expedition, detailing any
suggestions for improvements:

i W¡th the application process;

We have no suggestions for improvements to the application process.

ii With Antarctica New Zealand staff;

We have no suggestions for improvements to Antarctica New Zealand staff.

i¡i Provision of maps and aerial photographs;

Maps and aerial photographs were obtained before our first season last year and during
the winter before our (second) season this year.

iv To the Pre-season lnformation

We have no suggestions for improvements to the pre-season information.

v To Medicals, documentation and flights to Antarctica.

Holme and Bornholdt's medical examinations were conducted by a GP at the Victoria
University campus. Bornholdt was recovering from a broken clavicle and required
subsequent visits to a specialist to monitor the status of his recovery. His recovery
progressed very well and he was eventually deemed fit by the specialist and did not
suffer any related difficulties during the field season. Hicock's medical exam was
conducted by a GP in Ontario, Canada.



Cargo

Cargo shipped to ANZ's store for transport to Scott Base consisted of five wooden rock
boxes (two with papers inside totalling <10 kg), a cardboard map tube, and a collapsible
aluminium pole in a section of ABS plastic piping. These items were given to ANZ at a
very late date and we are extremely gratefulthat the staff in Christchurch expedited their
shipment to Scott Base.

Personnel

Philip Holme

CarlBornholdt

(PhD student, principal investigator (for P. Banett) - Victoria
University of Wellington)
(Honours student, field assistant to Holme - Victoria University
of Wellington)

Dr. Stephen Hicock (co-supervisor for Holme - University of Western Ontario)

Preparations for the Field

As applicable discuss your initial period at Scott Base relating to:

i Reception, planning for your event and liaison where appropriate;

Our reception at Scott Base was fine, as was on-base planning for helo weights, etc.

ii Availability and condition of equipment received by your event. Any work
required by your party to make the equipment serviceable should be noted;

Equipment received by our event was in good working condition. The ground-sheet for
one of our Polar tents was an Endura floor, but that was the only mistake.

ii¡ Field training and field party equipment 'shakedown' journey (if applicable);

Two of our event members did AFT last year and so only required a refresher course,
but one of them (Hicock) did not receive this training due to a mix-up. He arrived
southbound at Scott Base late in the day and it was decided that he and the other new
(returning) arrivals would begin their AFT refresher the next day. At 0700h the next
morning however an attempt was made to fly him into the field (Allan Hills) and he
missed the AFT refresher session. Poor weather in the McKay Glacier valley forced the
helo to abort its mission and to return with Hicock to Scott Base where he then spent
several days at Scott Base due to ongoing weather and radio-disruption delays but did
not receive the training session.

iv Delays at Scott Base, whatever the cause.

Holme and Bornholdt were delayed three days at Scott Base before going into the field
because of poor weather (snowfall and poor visibility) there. Hicock was delayed several
days at Scott Base due to poor weather both at Scott Base and Allan Hills when he
arrived later in the season. He was delayed in Christchurch for nine days before arriving
at Scott Base due to poor weather and HF radio disruptions (due to solar flare activity).

Field Transport

As applicable report on the following:

i Aircraft Operations

Discuss the success or otherwise of all aircraft, helicopter or other operations
supporting your event.
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All our helicopter operations were successful. The Helicopters New Zealand pilots, Rob
and Jim, were great and we were very happy to be flying with them. We are very grateful
to Jim Wilson for making a flight out to Table Mountain to pick us up at the end of the
season when weather conditions were quite poor. Had he not done so we would have
been forced to stay there for several days over Christmas.

Describe the containerisation of cargo, total flight weights, special handling of
dangerous cargo, (eg motor toboggan, fuel tanks) and pre-planning meetings.

Our cargo was very standard for a field party and we did not have any hazardous cargo.
We were transported exclusively by the HNZ 212 helo 'HNO' and for each flight our
weight was 1900 lbs or slightly over. The pilots, Rob and Jim, were aware of our weights
and acted accordingly, especially when we had to be dropped off and picked up at Mt.
Feather (2500 m.a.s.l).

Event Diary

Dav Date Location Activity
01 19/1 1/00 AH - camp (Trudge Valley -

TV)
insertion and camp setup (Holme,
Bornholdt, Spencer - AFT
instructor and temp quest)

02 20111loo AH - centralAllan Hills traverse to place diatom trap on
ice-sheet imm. west of Allan Hills

03 21111lOO AH - Holme at Echo Gully;
Bornholdt, Spencer at Mt.
Watters

Holme - revisit outcrop; Bornholdt,
Spencer outcrop measurement

04 2Af 100 AH - Holme at camp for a.m.
then western TV; Bornholdt,
Spencer at Mt. Watters

Holme - recce; Bornholdt,
Spencer outcrop measurement,
description and samplin g. K047 A
arrival and Spencer to SB

05 23/11t00 AH - camp, drillsite Help K0474 set up camp and
drillrio

06 24/11100 AH - south ridge of TV in a.m.;
Holme at drillrig in p.m. while
Bornholdt at Mt. Watters

mapping in a.m.; Holme help at
drillrig in p.m. while Bornholdt
maooino

07 25111100 AH - rim of gully in southeast
corner of TV

recce for second drillsite location

08 26111lOO AH - Holme walk with KO47A
members Dickinson, Hosie,
Wayne to'Triangle' in central
Allan Hills; Bornholdt at Mt.
Watters

Holme look for new drillsite;
Bornholdt mapping

09 27t11100 AH - Holme walk with entire
K047A group to Triangle;
Bornholdt at Mt. Wãtters

Holme look for new drillsite and
outcrop; Bornholdt mapping

10 28111/00 AH - eastern TV samolino transect
11 29111lOO AH - eastern TV samolino transect
12 30/1 1/00 AH - Holme on west side of

Triangle; Bornholdt at Mt.
Watters

Holme outcrop work; Bornholdt
mapprng

13 ün400 AH - Holme at camp; Bornholdt
at Mt. Watters

Holme assisting K0474 with
helos: Bornholdt maopino

14 o2l12loo AH - at camp Holme revising field plan;
Bornholdt assisting K0474 with
helos

15 o3t1u00 AH - Holme at camp; Bornholdt
at Mt. Watters

Holme illwith fever; Bornholdt
maooino

16 04t12too AH - Hicock arrival. Holme,
Hicock on west side of
Trianqle: Bornholdt on ridoe

Holme, Hicock doing outcrop
description; Bornholdt mapping

À



south of TV
17 05/12100 AH - Holme at camp; Hicock in

centralAllan Hills; Bornholdt on
ridqe south of TV

Holme working with GPS units;
Hicock taking outcrops photos;
Bornholdt maooino

18 0611a00 AH - Holme, Hicock on east
side of Triangle; Bornholdt in
short vallev south of TV

Holme, Hicock doíng outcrop
description; Bornholdt mapping

19 07t1ztoo AH - Holme, Hicock on east
side of Triangle; Bornholdt in
short vallev south of TV

Holme, Hicock doing outcrop
description; Bornholdt mapping

20 oBt12too AH - Holme on ridge north of
TV; Hicock, Bornholdt ridge
south of TV

Holme recce; Hicock, Bornholdt
mapping and recce then packing
uo cemD

21 09t12too MF - move to Mt. Feather move to Mt. Feather, camp setup,
recce

22 10l12loo MF - allaround study area recce
23 11nA00 MF - south corner of plateau outcrop description
24 12n?/00 MF - Holme, Hicock at east

and north corners of plateau,
Bornholdt at camp

Holme, Hicock doing outcrop
description; Bornholdt tending
camD

25 13t12tOO MF - at east and north corners
of plateau then Bornholdt at
camo

doing outcrop description;
Bornholdt then tending camp

26 Mnaoo MF - at camp waiting for helo
move to Table Mtn.

at camp waiting for helo move to
Table Mtn.

27 15nz00 MF - move to Table Mtn., move to Table Mtn., camp setup,
recce

28 16t12tOO TM - Holme, Hicock west of
camp; Bornholdt at camp

Holme, Hicock doing outcrop
description; Bornholdt tending
cemD

29 17t12tOO TM - Holme west of camp;
Hicock all over Table Mtn;
Bornholdt near camp

Holme doing outcrop description;
Hicock doing recce; Bornholdt
assisting K047 A. K047 A and
Hicock to SB. Hosie remaining at
Table Mtn.

30 18nz00 TM - Holme, Bornholdt
southwest of camp; Hosie
north and east of camo

Holme, Bornholdt doing outcrop
description; Hosie studying
oermafrost oolvoons

31 19nAO0 TM - Holme south of camp;
Bornholdt, Hosie working in
viciniW of camo

Holme doing outcrop description;
Bornholdt, Hosie studying
oermafrost oolvoons

32 20nz00 TM - Holme south of camp;
Bornholdt, Hosie at Navajo
Butte

Holme doing outcrop description;
Bornholdt, Hosie exploring

33 21|1UOO TM - camo waitino for helo oickuo
34 22n?/00 TM-toSB return to SB
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Event Map
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Figure 1. Map showing locations of fieldsites.

9 Weather

Provide a general overview of your local weather throughout the season and how this
aided or hindered your party movements and decisions.

Allan Hills:

The weather at Allan Hills this season was generally very snowy compared to last season. The
snow was 'real' prec¡pitation in that it often occurred during fairly low wind conditions and
therefore was unlikely to have been blown in from the plateau. When we arrived there on Nov 22
the daily temperature was around -17"C, but warmed up rapidly until it was about -8 to -10"C
when we left in early December. Wind conditions were generally moderate (10-15 kts) most of
the time but became quite windy on occasion (>20 kts) - wind direction was from the south. We
experienced several days of low visibility which prevented helo arrivals - this was different from
last year when we had mostly clear, sunny skies.

Mount Feather:

We experienced mainly poor weather conditions at Mt. Feather (ground-level, dense cloud and
much blowing snow), but there is a very clear pattern to the weather there. Mornings are often
clear or partly cloudy with good visibility, but by 11 am cloud builds up at ground level (2500 m),
dropping visibility to 20-50 m and completely preventing any helo activity. This weather is local to
Mt. Feather, however, and during brief glimpses through the cloud we could see that adjacent
valleys (Ferrar, Taylor) were largely clear. Mt. Feather is so high that it produces its own weather
(a summit cloud). We received several heavy snowfalls during our stay there and temperatures
hovered around -18 to -20C. Winds were often <25 kts and blew exclusively from the
north/northeast - this is uncommon for Mt. Feather where the winds are often much stronger
and southerly.

Table Mountain:

Weather conditions at Table Mtn. were somewhat similar to those at Allan Hills, but less windy
and with lower visibility. Temperatures there were around -8 to -12'C and the wind blew from the
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north <10 kts. We received quite a bit of snowfall and for about half the time the weather
deteriorated to conditions somewhat similar to those at Mt. Feather with low visibility due to
ground-level cloud and falling snow.

K042 Weather Log for the 200012001 Field season

Date Time Loc'n wrno
Speed
lktsl

wtno
Dir.

remp
fc)

utouo
Cover

cloud
Height
lml

Sfc
Defn

Honzon
Defn

vrs.
(m)

Weather

22t11tOA 0700h AH f0020 S 3/8 2000 fat fair 2000
0800h AH 10o15 S -15 6/8 2000 fat fair 2000

z3t11too 0800h AH 10a20 S -'17 o/8 oood fair 2000
2U11tOO 0800h AH 5o12 SE -1/I 8/8 -2000 fair lait 2000
25t11tOO 0900h AH 7910 S -13 8/8 1000 fair poor 2000 Much snow and poor

visibility later in the
dav

26111lOO 0900h AH 5 S -12 8/8 1000 lar poor 2000 tjnow anq itþ KIs
wind until about
1800h then cleared
tn I/R

27t11tOO 0900h AH 5 -'t 1 2ta 2000 oood qood 2000

zv11lOO 0900h AH f0o20 -14 8/8 -2000 qood tar 2000 Snow at n¡oht

29111100 0900h AH 8o15 1/8 >2000 oood oood >2000
30/1 1/00 0900h AH 30 S -17 118 >10()0() oood oood >10000

ou1aoo 0900h AH 0 S -13 218 1000 oood oood unlim
oal2too 0900h AH o-5 S -13 8/8 2000 oood fa¡r 2000 Liaht snow lrom easl

1200? AH 5 S -13 8/8 2500 Íat poor 10000 Snowing lightly,
cloud is dense

03/12y00 0700h AH 3 SW -15 8l/8 <2500 fai¡ ooor 2000
08¡l0h AH 10 S ? 8/8 2200 fair lat 15000 Cloud is diffuse

1200h AH 10-12 S/SE ? 8/8 750oft lat poor 10000 Cloud is medium to
thin

1300h AH 10-15 S/SE ? 8/8 ? tar poor ? Medium cloud,
occasional snow
flake

04naoo 0700h AH 10020 S -13 418 >3000 oood oood unlim Mostlv hioh cloud

05t12too 0700h AH o -12 8|/8 2000 poor poor <2000 Dense cloud,
snowino liohtlv

1200h AH 0 -12 8/8 2000 poor poor <2000 Dense cloud,
cnnwino liohtlv

1 500h AH 3 S -12 8/8 3000 aood oood >15000

o6tl?,oo 0700h AH 8-12 S -'12 2ta >3500 good good f5000 Blowing snow on the
nror rnrl

0800h AH 'to-12 S -12 3/8 hioh ooocl oood 15000 Cloud ¡s thin

oTtlaoo o700h AH 0-10 S -10 lta'! medium oood oood ?

o800h AH 0-10 S -1 ft lta? med¡um oood qood 2

o900h AH 0-10 S -10 1tö'! med¡um oood oood ?

1000h AH o-10 s -10 1ß? medium oood oood 2

oalaoo 0700h AH 5 S -8 0/8 oood oood unl¡m

09l12loo 0700h AH 0-5 S -7 0/8 oood oood unlim
't000h AH 0-5 S -7 0/8 oood oood unlim
1200h AH o-5 S -7 o/8 oood oood unlim

10t1ztoo 0900h MF 2 NNW -18 0/8 good good unl¡m weather deter¡orated
at 1600h to 7/8 cloud
cover. The cloud
appeared to be local
to Mt. Feather. W¡nd
soeed incr. to 10020

11|12JOO 0930h MF 2 NNW -20 8/8 2500 poor poor 60 Snowing lightly.
Weather same
during the day,
visibility decreased
and wind reached
10920. Sun broke
through and then sky
began to clear at
2200h.

't2t1ztoo 0800h MF o-2 N -17 o/8 good good unl m Two small cumulus
clouds can be seen.
A beautiful day.
Clouded over in the
evening to /t0 m
visibilitu-

1g1A@ 1000h MF 5q8 NW -t hi 7ta <2500 ooor feir 100 We are in the cloud
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Note: AH - Allan Hills, MF - Mount Feather, TM - Taöle Mountain

Accidents, incidents or hazards

No event members were injured and no hazards were experienced during the season.

Field Equipment

¡

The field clothing issued to us by ANZ was generally of good quality and it performed
well. Exceptions to this were sunglasses, and the ECW jacket and salopettes issued to
one of our members (Bornholdt). His ECWs were of lightweight design, both in durability
and insulation and were not adequate for the exposed conditions experienced at Allan
Hills and Mt. Feather (2500 m). Since this was Bornholdt's first season in Antarctica he
did not realise in Christchurch that his gear was substandard. Admittedly, this was
Holme's second season and he should have checked Bornholdt's gear to ensure that it
was adequate, however, a person should be able to receive gear from ANZ that
performs the function for which it is issued, especially critical items like ECW's.
Bornholdt was able to compensate by using other thermal gear issued by ANZ, but
ECW's are supposed to be Extreme Cold Weather gear which his were clearly not.
Additionally, the sunglasses issued to us were so cheap that the plastic frame cracked
and broke after three days use - we appreciate that the sunglasses issued by ANZ are
supplementary to those brought by individuals but they should be of sufficient quality to
endure the simple act of wearing them.

ii

Our event was issued two polar tents which performed wellthroughout the season. Our
kitchen gear was generally in good shape, except for one of the primus stoves and the
sieve. We had constant ditficulty with the stove as it appeared to have a partial blockage
in the fuel path. The sieve we received was quite battered - half of the steel mesh was
torn out from the surrounding steel ring.

iii

The 20 person-day ration box system provides adequate nutrition for persons doing
physical outdoor at elevation on the edge of the polar plateau. We were pleased to note
this year that the bumper bars were fresh and palatable. The Scott Base diet was
excellent and we enjoyed the meals there very much - compared to our flat food in New
Zealand, every meal there was a treat. The Christmas Feast was a wonderful
experience that will live on in our memories.

Radio Gommunications

i Report on the suitability and effectiveness of the radio equipment issued to you
at Scott Base. Comment on battery power, condition of aerials and utilisation of
solar panels.

nefe so our toc€lt
visibility is poor, but
through breaks ¡n the
cloud we can see
Ross lsland. We
rece¡ved a few cm of
snow in the aftemoon
and evening and the
visibility then
decreased to 20 m.

'tul?/oo 07(X) MF 0 1ta <2500 oood aood unlim

12
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It is generally not possible to contact Scott Base from Allan Hills using VHF radios, so
HF communications are used. The Codan radio assembly we were issued performed
well in the field, but the radio was built into a heavy wooden box which added
considerably to its weight and bulk. We appreciate that the radio is an expensive and
critical piece of field equipment which has to survive many field seasons and therefore
has to be protected, but the box makes it almost too cumbersome. The solar panels
were sufficient for charging the batteries.

For communications amongst ourselves in the field while at Allan Hills, and with Scott
Base while at Mt. Feather and Table Mtn., we were issued the new Motorola handheld
VHF radios. These are great little radios but possess a shortcoming in that they cannot
currently be connected to high-gain aerials. While at Allan Hills we were extremely
fortunate that Alex Pyne, a member of the K0474 event who were with us there, brought
one of the old Tait handhelds and a high gain aerial (see point'ii'below).

ii Report on reception/transmission conditions and suitability of radio sked timing.
Note particularly any periods during your field trip, or regions you visited, where
radio reception was especially bad or unexpectedly good. Comment on
conditions where repeater stations were used.

During 'normal' operating conditions at Allan Hills we are able to contact Scott Base
without difficulg using HF, however, this summer was a period of intense solar flare
activity which severely disrupted our HF communications. We were fully briefed on this
by the Operations Manager (Peter Cleary) when we first arrived at Scott Base and were
advised that we would likely experience extended periods when we could not contact
Scott Base. He showed us the contingency plan he had developed which involved using
non-standard channels, including the American aviation channel (8998 kHz), if we were
out of contact with Scott Base for 48 hours or had an emergency. As the season
progressed we experienced many times when we could not contact Scoü Base (or any
other station) using HF despite following the contingency plan - the disruptions tended to
completely block communications rather than simply degrading the signal until it was
weak and broken. The longest period without communications was more than 48 hours
and we grew anxious to contact Scott Base so two members took a Tait handheld VHF
radio and high-gain aerial and climbed a high ridge (thereafter informally dubbed 'Radio
Ridge') (see Figure 2). After many attempts, they were able to get through to Scott Base
by hitting the Erebus Repeater. The skill of the Comms Op (Katie) was greatly
appreciated because the signal was so weak and broken that we would not have
understood her without her constantly repeating simple and clear messages.

At Mt. Feather we communicated with Scott Base using VHF and the Mt. Erebus
Repeater. We did not experience any communications difficulties. We were also able to
communicate with KO47A at Table Mtn. using handheld Ch. 6 simplex line-of-sight.

At Table Mtn. we communicated with Scott Base using VHF and the Dry Valleys
Repeater. We did not experience any communications difficulties.
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Figure 2. Location map of fieldsite at Allan Hills.

iii Comment on Scott Base's general efficiency during radio skeds in providing
details of forthcoming field movements (eg helicopters), weather forecasts,
resupply, or news service.

We generally did not have a problem with the performance of the Comms Ops, but felt
that the operators in the second group were inferior to those in the first group. Katie (an

operator from the first group) stood out as the best by far of both groups. Operators in

the second group (in particular the two males) were often vague with information we had
requested and ignorant of flight operations despite repeated requests for schedules. We
became used to the precise and unambiguous manner of the better operators and found
these two males to be less effective. Additionally, there were times when one of these
two operators was working when we were unable to contact Scott Base at all despite
continued attempts for more than 30 minutes. We realise that the operator can become
very busy at their post, but a brief acknowledgement of our call and request to have us
wait can be done in an instant.

Remember that you are strongly encouraged to keep a detailed radio log while in

the field, in particular if you are a deep field party. The log is to be given to the
Operations Manager when returning your radio at Scott Base. Such a log can
become a vital and lifesaving source of information in the event of a Search &
Rescue operation and can become an important LEGAL document.



K042 Radio Loo for 2000/2001 Field season (excludino Table Mtn.)

Date Time Locn Radio
Tvne

Freq
T}IRX

Signal Comms / Comment

2U11tOO 0800h AH t-tF þ4UU
kH.z

G/R SB requested weather repoft (given) and requested recontact at
0900h.

0900h AH HF þ4UU
kHz

SB (P.Cleary) told us that the helo schedule changed and that
the helo 'HNO' will fly to Lake Vida to shuttle all K047a gear (2
underslung, 1 internal) to AH this morning. The American helo
'08H' will shuttle 2 pax (Dickinson and Pollard) plus 1

underslung and 1 internal. We are to maintrain opên comms on
5400 kHz and soeak with HNO on VHF 142.2MHz

UYUU-

1 955h
AH HF 54UU

kHz
UC Comment: No further contact with SB re: helos. VHF contact

with HNO on 142.4 MHz UC, but could not contact 08H on that
frequencv.

2000h AH HF 5400
kHz,
8010
kHz,
11570
kHz

None,
then
W/R

Comment: Carl did comms. He could not contact SB using the
three different frequencies given to us by P.Cleary. This is a
year of very strong solar flare activity and Cleary warned us that
this could severely disrupt HF comms. He gave us instructions
on what to do if we could not contact SB on 5400 kHz and Carl
followed them with no success. He then contacted them with
K047a's HF radio and our aerial but his signal was weak and
readable.

24111100 0800h AH HF 5400 UC Reinformed SB of our missing short guylines and notified them
of the missing floor for the polarhaven. They said Cleary and
Dave Brice IFSOI were discussino it.

2000h AH HF 5400 UC l'Ë (t . uteary) toto us Inar ì'reve HrcocK rs rn unflsfcnurcn. ñrs
earliest southbound is 2611 1/00. We are t€ntatively scheduled
for drillrig and possible camp move on 28/1 1/00 but the t¡ming of
this is open to discussion. Hicock will come ¡n on one of these
helos and our cache will be flown out then too. Briefly discussed
work orooress.

25t11tOO 0800h HF þ4UU
kH.z,
8010
kH.z,
1 1570
kHz

None Comment: Could not contact SB using all three frequencies on
the K042 HF radio and then the K047a radio. All batter¡es used
(2 for each radio) were in the lower to mid part of the green zone
on the voltmeter.

AH HF 5400 W/R P.Cleary requested confirmation of our desire to move 28l11lOO
or tomorrow at noon.

2ej/11tOO 0800h AH HF 5400
kHz,
8010
kHz

None to
V/U

Comment: Could receive a weak and broken signal from SB, but
they could not receive our signal. Attempted secondary
frequency with no luck. Battery was well-charged and in the
oreên_

1200h AH HF 5400
kHz,
8010
kH.z,
11570
kHz

None Comment: Attempted to contact SB on all thrêe frequenc¡es but
failed.

2000h AH HF 5400
kHz

W/R Carl did comms. Arranged a meeting on radio with P.Cleary for
2't00h.

2100h At-t HF þ4UU
kHz,
8010
kHz,
11570
kHz

None Comment: Attempted comms with SB but failed.

2230h AH HF 5400
kHz,
8010
kHz,
1 1570
kHz

None Comment: Attempted comms w¡th SB but failed.

27t11tOO 0800h AH HF 54UU
kH'z,
8010
kH.z,
1 1570
kH.z

None Comment: Attempted comms with SB on all three freq's but
failed. This is now 12 hours w¡thout contacting SB. Since the
comms are poor due to solar flares P.Cleary said he would not
panic if we went 24 hours w¡thout contact, but that we can't go
more than 48 hours.

2000h AH HF þ4UU
kHz,
8010
kt-l'z,
11570
kHz

None Comment: Attempted comms with SB on four frequencies but
failed.



2773
kHz

2U1',v00 0800h AH HF 5400
kHz,
8010
kHz,
1 1570
kHz

None Comment: Attempted comms with SB but failed. Th¡s ¡s 36
hours with no contact.

1 900h AH VHF 142.8t
138.8,
143.11
140.0

W/R Comment: No comms w¡th SB for almost 48 hours so Carl and I

walked up to the top of the dyke that runs east from Roscalyn
Tor. We used a Tait Handheld VHF and high-gain aerial and on
our last attempt, at the vory end of the ridge, got through on
Ch.s (143.1/140.0 MHz). SB were very glad to hear us -
apparently there has been a total radio blackout for the last few
days because of the intense sunspot activity, even all aircraft
have been grounded.
Comms: Comms were very weak and very broken from SB but
our signal to them was strong and readable. As we talked for a
bit their signal became clearer. At the end of the comm we tried
them on 142.8/138.8 MHz and the signal was UC We passed
along the following messages from Alex Pyne and W.
Dickinson: 'l) We do not require a local drill site move by helo,
2) We still want Hicock and K042 resupply (change to 2 food
boxes). Close support for cache put-in at AH. We will also use
this helo to rêtro to SB. 3) K047a move to Marble Pt.Æable Mtn
O1l12lOO a) 4 pax + camp to MP via Battleship Promontory (2
hrs close helo support). Alternatively task Battle Prom. from and
retum to MP. b) 2 pax + camp to MP. 4) People and camp ¡nto
Table - MP to Table Mtn - 2 flights. 5) 3 underslungs from AH
to Table Mtn. Possible one additional underslung from MP to
Table. We set an 0800h sked on HF for tomorrow or failing that
an 0900h sked on VHF 142.8/138.8 MHz then 1,13.1/140.0 MHz
from Radio Ridoe.

29t11tOO 0800h AH HF 54UU
kHz

G/R Successful comms with SB. The floor of the polarhaven was
found at Marble Pt. They can move K047a people from here to
MP O'll12lOO, but can't move the underslungs unlil O2l12lOO
because they can't task the helos for that long. Hicock is still in
Chch and the RNZAF Herc is on standby - hopefully they fly
this afternoon. Apparently there has been more snow this Nov
at SB than ever before.

30/1 1/00 0800h AH HF 5400 W/B Hicock is hopefully coming down on the Herc today. K047a
internâl helo weiohts cannot exceed 1 800 lbs.

01l12lo 0800h AH HF 5400 UC Gave weather to SB. Told to come back on a¡r at 0900h.
081 5h AH HF 5400 UC Contacted SB again to pass along messages: 1) K042 need

only one food box in the resupply, 2) K042 will not need 10
m¡nutes of helo close-support because we will not be putting in
the cache.

0900h AH HF 5400 UC SB told us thev could not find foam sausages for w. Dick¡nson.
1000h AH HF 5400 None Comment: Unable to contact SB.

041'l2/oo 0700h AH HF 5400 UC Gave weather report to SB. They told us to contact them at
0800h with another report.

0800h AH HF 5400 UC Gave weather report to SB. They told us to contact them at
0900h with another reoort.

0900h AH HF 5400 UÇ Gave weather report to SB. They told us that the helo had lifted
off at 0800h and would be arrivino at AH in 30 minutes.

2000h AH HF 5400 UC
05nz00 0700h AH HF 5400 UC Gave weather report to SB. They told us to call back at 1200h

wifh annfhor rennrt

1200 AH HF 5400 UC Gave weather report to SB. They tolcl us the wsather at SB was
ooor and to call back at 1500h with another rêoort.

1500h AH HF 5400 UC Gave weather report to SB. They told us that there would be no
flvinq todav and said to call in for our reoular sked at 2000h.

2000h AH HF 5400 UC Comms oos switched over to a new crew.
2100h AH HF 5400 UC Relayed message through SB to Alex Pyne at Marble Po¡nt re:

how to get the GPS to work. They relayed his answer and also
oassed alono Carl's orades.

0d12y00 0700h AH HF 5400 UC Gave weather report to SB. They asked for another one again at
0800h.

0800h AH HF 5400 UC Gave weather report to SB. They told us to contact them aga¡n
at 0830h to sgoak with P.Clearv.

0830h AH HF 5¿100 UC P.Cleary told us that we had a flight(s?) scheduled for just after
midday lor KO47a and to contact him at noon or before if our
weather detêr¡orated. The K042 move to Feather is tentatively
booked lot OAIAOO. The weather at SB is currentlv ooor.

07naoo 0700h AH HF 5400 UÇ Gave weather report to SB. They requested us to come back on
at 0800h to oive weather aoain.
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0800h AH HF 5400 UC Gave weather report to SB. They requestsd us to come back on
at 0900h to give weather aqain.

0900h AH HF 5¿fO0 UC cave weather roport to SB. They requested us to come back on
at '1000h to give weather aoain.

1000h AH HF 5400 UÇ Gave weather report to SB. They requested us to come back on
at 1100h to oive weather aqain.

2000h AH HF 5400 UC Told P.Cleary at SB that the moves went well. Peter asked if
we'd had a PHI (American) helo come in and I said no. SB
asked us to oive weather tomorrow at 0700h.

2130h AH HF 5400 w/R Told SB that we received 08H this evening al 2120h and that
they tgok all our retro. SB will pass message on to P.Cleary.

oulzoo 0700h AH HF 5400 UC Gave SB weather report. We were told that we will not receive a
helo todav.

09/12/00 0800h AH HF 5400 uc Gave weather reoort to SB.
1000h AH HF 5400 UC Gave weather report to SB. Asked SB for helo schedule and

thev said thev didn't know of anv chanoes
1200h AH HF 5400 UC Gave weather rêport to SB. Asked SB for update on helo

schedule and thev said thev didn't know.
1300h AH HF 5400 UC cave weather report to SB. They said it had launched and was

inbound to us.
1 600h MF VHF 14:¿.öl

138.8
UC Advised SB that we had arrived at Mt. Feather and that the

weather was beautiful and that out fliqht had been fantastic.
2000h MF VHF 142.8t

138.8
UC Aclvisecl SB that everything was fine. Then after the sked I

jumped to 1¿f3.1/140.0 MHz and heard Alex Pyne talking to SB.
I then called him up and we chatted for a bit. I talked to Warren
too. We lried 142.2 MHz simplex and it was much better than
143.1/140.0 MHz because that had a lot of static. Their signal
became broken due to a low battery so we sioned off.

1U1AO0 0800h MF VHF 142.8t
138.8

UC Adv¡sed SB that we are well.

2000h MF VHF 142.81
138.8

UC Normal check ¡n. No news.

11t1?,OO 0800h MF VHF 14i¿,U
138.8

UC Normal check in. No news.

2000h MF 'vtlF 1 42At
138.8

UC Normal check in. No news.

1Z1AOO 0800h MF VHF 142.8t
138.8

UC Normal check in. No news.

2000h MF VHF 142.8t
138.8

UC Asked SB about our helo schedule lor 14/12lOO but they knew
nothing. They said they would ask P.Cleary and then inform us
at 0800h tomorrow.

13l12lOO 0800h MF VHF '142.U
138.8

UC Asked SB again about the proposed helo schedule for tomorrow
but again they didn't know anything. They said they'd ask
P.Cleary and get back to us at our evening sked. We ordered
the following for resupply: 1 flat Speight's, 1 Bailey's, 6loaves
bread. 1 tomato sauce.

13

Notes: UC - loud and clear, G/R - good and readable, W/R - weak and readable, V/U - very
weak and unreadable.

Scott Base and Arr¡val Heights Laboratory Facilities

Outline the use your event made of the following facilities:

i. Hatherton Geoscience Laboratory;

ii. Q-Hut Laboratory benches;

iii. Scott Base Wet Lab;

iv. Arrival Heights Laboratory;

V. Summer Lab

Describe any additional equipment your event needed to take to Scott Base to
complement the laboratory equ¡pment in these facilities. Comment on what equipment
you think should be available at Scott Base laboratories.

None of our event members used the laboratory facilities.
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14 Refuge and Research Huts

Detail your occupation of any United States or New Zealand field facility. Provide

generaicomments on the condition of the huts as follows:

i. Overallcondition;

ii. Scale and condition of provisions;

ii¡. Suitability of location;

iv. Unnecessary equipment or rubbish/debris in the area;

None of our event members used any United States or New Zealand field facilities.

Environmental lmPact

i. From your event diary, please summarise for each site visit made:
o Location (for field camps please give coordinates)
o Dates occupied
. Totaldays (or part days) spent at site
. Maximum number of people at site
o Total person-days spent at site (e.9. 5 people on site for 3 days = 15 person

daYs)
o Main activity undertaken (e.g. soil sampling, penguin census, hut

maintenance)

Site 1: IocationTrudge Valley, Allan Hills (approx. 76"42'18" S, 159'47'24" E); occupied

1g/11/OO - Ogl12/OO: totat days 20; maximum personnel 3: total person-days_6o;

aòtirit¡es geological mapping, outcrop description, rock sampling and assisting KO47A

event with drilling (see Figure 2).

Site 2: location Mount Feather (approx. 76" 42' OO" S, 160" 24' 00" E); occupied

Ogll2lOO - 1Sl12lO0; totatdaysT; maximum personnel3; totalperson-days21; activities

outcrop description, rock sampling (see Figure 3).

Site 3: tocation Table Mountain (approx.77" 58'OO" S, 161'58'00" E); occupied

16112100 - 22l12lOO: totat days 6; maximum personnel3; total person-days 18; activities

outcrop description, rock sampling, permafrost polygon measuring (see Figure 4).

ii. For any protected areas visited (including historic huts), provide details of:

o Date(s) of entry
o Totaldays (or part days) spent in area
. Maximum number of people in area
o Total person-days (or part person-days) spent in area
. Any comments on condition or management of area

No protected areas were visited by event members.

iii. Detail any interference with terrestrial, freshwater or marine plants or.animals.or
animal óarts (e.g. shells, bones, feathers etc.) For each site and/or species

sampled or disturbed, Provide:
o Species
o Location
o Dates or periods of each collection or disturbance
. Total number or quantity removed, restrained or disturbed
o Nature of interference (e.g. sampling, restraint for tagging, disturbance by...)

Event members did not interfere with any wildlife.

15
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Figure 3. Map showing fieldsite at Mt. Feather.

\

Figure 4. Map showing fieldsite at Table Mtn.
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Detail any collection of geological material (including meteorites, ventifacts,
fossils or sub-fossils) or soil. For each samÞle (or group of samples) taken
describe the location, specimen type and quantity in kg.

Location #of
samoles

Tvoe Total mass (kg)

Allan Hills (AH): small
outcrop on western Trudge
Vallev lTVl

1 rock 0.6

AH: smalloutcrop on
eastern side of the Trianole

1 rock 0.8

AH: south flank of eastern
TV

12 rock 6

AH: north flank of eastern
TV

4 rock 2

AH: large outcrop on west
side of the Trianole

2 rock 2

AH: large outcrop on east
side of the Trianole

2 rock 2

AH: mid part of TV high in
the north flank

1 rock 0.8

AH: high on the north flank
of TV

1 rock 0.5

Mount Feather (MF): large
outcrop at southwestern
corner of Sirius Group
olateau

2 rock 1.5

MF: large outcrop on east
corner of Sirius Group
olatform

2 rock 2

MF: large outcrop on north
corner of Sirius Group
olatform

2 rock 2

Table Mountain (TM): low
outcrop about 150 m east
of camo

2 rock 2

TM: medium size outcrop
about 400 m southeast of
camD

2 rock 2

TM: small outcrop about
400 m south of camo

2 rock 2

TM: small outcrop about
400 m south of camo

2 rock 2

TM: medium size outcrop
about 400 m east of camo

3 rock 0.5

For each chemical (including radionucleides) taken to Antarctica, provide details
of the chemical form and quantity and locations of use. lnclude details of use of
fuel, paints, solvents etc in the field. lf unused chemicals were not returned to
New Zealand, provide details of location and quantities of material released or
stored.

chemicals were taken by event members to Antarctica.

Detail any use of explosives in Antarctica, including:

a

a

a

Locations of use
. Explosive type

Size of charge (kg)

V.

No

vi.
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vii. Detail importation to Antarctica of any animals, plants (including any seeds),

micro-organisms or soil, including any inadvertent introductions. Note the name
and quantity of the species or substance(s), all the locations they were taken to,
and whether they have been returned to New Zealand.

No animals, plants etc. were imported to or removed from Antarctica by event members.

viii. List any equipment, markers, stakes or cairns installed in the field during your
visit. lf any remain in the field, provide details of the location, size and number
of items. Note any plans for their retrieval, including the date they will be
removed.

No equipment, markers, stakes or cairns were installed by event members in the field.

ix. Provide details of any other environmental impacts of your activities including
disturbance by trampling, sampling, use of vehicles (including aircraft), camp
operations (including waste disposal), installation of equipment and buildings
and/or cumulative impacts.

Daily activity by event members required tramping across the rock and snow surfaces of
the fieldsites but no vehicles were used. Samples collected by Holme and Bornholdt
were small and not of unique or single occurrence items. Any pits dug for sampling were
small and filled back in.

Note any incidents which occurred or were observed (e.9. fuel spills, wildlife
disturbance, inappropriate vehicle or aircraft use) and what reports or records
have been made. lf unrepofted, detail the date, time, location and nature of
incident, and any action taken.

The only incident that occurred which impacted the landscape was when the HNZ helo
'HNO'picked up an underslung cargo box of K047A. The box was heavy and the pilot
experienced difficulty lifting it so he was forced to drag the box beneath the helo to a
point where the ground dropped off slightly and he could pick up the necessary
momentum to lift off. The dragging of the box produced an irregular path in the lag
surface of the ground which we were not able to return completely to its original
condition.

x. lf the activities described above differ from the Preliminary Environmental
Evaluation (PEE) completed for this event (and any approved changes), or from
the Environmental Authorisation issued to it, explain how and why they differed.

The incident with the HNZ helo is reported here because the K0474 event members
had been returned to Marble Point before the incident happened and therefore could not
report on it. lt is associated with their event not K042 and if necessary should be
discussed with them.

16 Historic Sites

Detail any visit to a designated 'historic site' in the Ross Dependency and include any
general observations about the condition of the site, in particular, note any damage.

No event members visited any historic sites in the Ross Dependency.

17 Management of Science in the Ross Dependency
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Comment on the forward planning of your Antarctic science programme, especially
relating to your field of research. Comment on Antarctica New Zealand's ability to cater
for your type of work both at Scott Base and in the field.

The future plan is for the Dutch contingent to return to Table Mountain and Allan Hills for the
2001-2002 field season and sample. We were fully satisfied with the support we received from
Antarctica New Zealand both at Scott Base and in the field. Again, we benefited greatly from the
willingness of the Scott Base staff to help us far beyond the scope of their specific jobs. We feel
it is important for Antarctica New Zealand to fully appreciate this when assessing the success of
the New Zealand Antarctic program.

Comment on the involvement of any overseas scientists or students in your event,
including the benefits and contribution gained by their participation in your programme.

This event exists because of international cooperation, initially between Swiss and New Zealand
researchers, and then later between Holland and New Zealand. With the introduction of Hicock
as Holme's Canadian co-supervisor, the international scope of the program was broadened
further. This cooperation has brought different and complementary expertise together, greatly
enhancing the depth and scope of the science conducted as part of the K042 Event.

Finally, identify any areas where management is required to protect areas of outstanding
scientific, environmental, aesthetic or wilderness values. Note that you are able to
propose any such area for protection under the Environmental Protocol.

No event members wish to identify any areas where management is required to protect areas of
outstanding value.

18 Antarctic Geographic Place Names

The New Zealand Geographic Board has a responsibility to allocate suitable place
names to important features in the Ross Dependency.

You are able to recommend names for features encountered in your travels, particularly
as these may become important for describing your science in formal journals. New
Zealand Geographic Board application guidelines and forms for use in naming features
in the Antarctic can be obtained from the Antarctica New Zealand Library. The current
policy is that "Antarctic names be descriptive or cover Antarctic activity and history or
reflect New Zealand's culture and society''.

State the exact location or feature or peak, valley or glacier, and the origin of the name.
Attach photographs clearly showing the feature. Link the photograph to a sketch map or
photocopy of an existing map sheet. Keep each new name on a separate application
form.

Antarctica New Zealand will ensure all applications are in the prescribed format and
forward to the New Zealand Geographic Board.

No event members wish to name any part of Antarctica.
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1 Popular Summary of Scientific Work Achieved

This project is a detailed study of ancient glacial deposits termed the Sirius Group, focussed
mainly at Allan Hills, but now including Mount Feather and Table Mountain, South Victoria Land
(Figure 1). The Sirius Group is a collection of Neogene deposits that crop out at high elevations
(mostly >1500 m) throughout the Transantarctic Mountains (TAM). Allan Hills occupies a low
point in the TAM, making the site more susceptible to overriding by the East Antarctic lce Sheet
(EAIS) during minor volume fluctuations, while Mount Feather has the highest elevation deposits
of the Sirius Group in the Dry Valley region; Table Mountain is nearby Mount Feather and of
similar elevation to Allan Hills, but the deposits there are more varied. The aims of this project
are to show whether the Sirius Group was deposited by valley glacier or continental ice sheet, by
wet- or dry-based glacial ice, by a single depositional event or several overriding events and to
determine paleoflow direction. The expansion of the study this season to include deposits at
Mount Feather and Table Mountain significantly widens the scope of the project and will permit a
valid regional perspective.

Ross Sea

MT. FEATHER TABLE MTN

Figure 1. General location map showing fieldsites.

The recent field season ran from mid-November 2000 to 22 December 2000 and included visits
to the three field sites: Allan Hills, Mount Feather and Table Mountain. Holme and Hicock's work
at Allan Hills consisted of outcrop description and mapping (continued from the 1999/2000 field
season), while their work at Mount Feather and Table Mountain focussed on outcrop studies. ln
total, nine outcrops were studied and 24 samples were taken. Collected data include: 330 stone
orientations, 51 linear glacial abrasions and 79 planar deformational structures. Bornholdt's
B.Sc Honours project was to map and sample volcanogenic and sedimentary deposits that
comprise Mt. Watters and its immediate vicinity. Additionally, Holme aided K047a in choosing
potential sites for their drilling program at Allan Hills.

2 Proposed Programme

The principal objectives of this season's work were as follows:

1. to study deposits of the Sirius Group for the purpose of interpreting the nature of ice
responsible for its deposition

2. to expand the scope and regional significance of the project by the inclusion of deposits
at Mount Feather and Table Mountain
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3. to collaborate with K047a in drilling Sirius Group deposits at Allan Hills and Table
Mountain

Scientific Endeavours and Achievements

This Event is a collaboration of researchers from Holland (Dr. Jaap van der Meer), Canada (Dr.
Stephen Hicock) and New Zealand (Prof. Peter Barrett). The research proposal for the season's
work initially included two PhD students (Holme and a Dutch student) and Hicock, but the Dutch
student (Mark Lloyd-Davies) was forced to miss this field season because of a physical injury
suffered in the weeks before the season was to begin.

The study of the Sirius Group at Allan Hills (Figure 2) began during the 1997-1998 season as a
collaboration between Swiss and New Zealand researchers, but subsequently developed into
the current configuration. The purpose of the research is to investigate glacial deposits termed
the Sirius Group at three sites in the TAM. lnitially the study was to be conducted only at Allan
Hills, but through integration with the K047a event it became possible to study equivalent

deposits at Mount Feather
and Table Mountain for a
minimum additional cost,
thereby greatly increasing
the scope of the project. A
smaller study of deposits
forming Mt. Watters, Allan
Hills was conducted by
Bornholdt for an Honour's
project.
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Figure 2. Allan Hills showing camp and locations mentioned in text.

For Hicock and Holme, the focus of work
at Allan Hills was to finalise their field
investigation of Sirius Group deposits.
Following last season's near-completion of
mapping, the tasks this year were to finish
the mapping, describe additional outcrops,
gather additional data (eg. a sampling
transect) in Trudge Valley - an area of
particular interest to the investigators in
reconstructing the glacial history at Allan
Hills (Figure 3). The main mapping goal
was to conduct a reconnaissance of the
eastern limb of Allan Hills to search for
additional outcrops of the Sirius Group.
Unfortunately plans for the venture had to
be dropped because Hicock was delayed Figure 3. Trudge Valley, Allan Hills.
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for too long at Scott Base and it was necessary to devote his shortened visit to outcrop work.
The use of GPS gear to collect high precision points for use in a computer-based reconstruction
of the paleo-landscape was unsuccessful because internal batteries in the GPS units failed.
Although useful, the data is not crucialto the reconstruction, which will be pursued anyway.

While at Allan Hills Bornholdt mapped and sampled volcanogenic and sedimentary deposits that
comprise Mt. Watters to determine the nature of the feature and the eruptive event which
produced it. His collected data include: samples collected for thin-sectioning and microprobe
analysis, geological descriptions, and measurements of fracture and inter-unit orientations. He
produced a geological map of Mt. Watters in the field.

At Mount Feather and Table Mountain Holme and
Hicock focussed on investigations of Sirius Group
outcrops while Bornholdt assisted. Deposits at Mount
Feather were studied because they are the highest
elevation occurrence of Sirius Group deposits in the
Dry Valleys region and have been the focus of several
previous investigations (eg. Bleakley (1996), Barrett et
al. (1997), Bruno et al. (1997) and Wilson and Barron
(1998)) (Figure 4). During the six days spent at Mount
Feather, three outcrops were described and sampled.
From analysis of the detailed data collected it is
apparent even at this preliminary stage that the paleo-
iceflow direction was not from the northwest, as
proposed by Wilson and Barron (1998), but from the
southeast.

Figure 4. Fieldsite at Mt. Feather showing outcrop
locations.

The deposits at Table Mountain were
chosen for investigation because they
occur at a similar elevation to those at
Allan Hills, but are sedimentologically
more variable; previous investigations
there include: (eg. Bleakley (1996) and
Dickinson (1997)). During the eight days
spent at Table Mountain, four outcrops
were described and sampled (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Fieldsite at Table Mountain
showing outcrop locations.

From Allan Hills, Mt. Feather and Table Mountain, a
total of nine outcrops were described and sampled
this season. The data collected include: 24 samples
taken for thin-sectioning and laboratory analysis,
330 clast orientations, 51 linear glacial abrasions
(eg. Figure 6) and 79 planar deformational
structures

Figure 6. Glacially abraded boulder at Mt. Feather.
Note: paleoice-flow direction is from right to left.
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Methodoloqv:

Fieldwork was conducted using standard geological field tools (eg. geological hammers,
compasses, cameras). No special actions or modifications were necessary for coping in the cold
environment.

Summarv of contributions bv Hicock

Allan Hills: (Figure 2).

a) A ledge on Weller sandstone was discovered immediately northwest of "Boulder Ridge",
which had impressive striae, grooves, rat tails, chattermarks (within grooves), and nail head
striae caused by a southward advance of the Manhaul glacier at some time after deposition of
the Sirius Group. These erosional features are associated with immature diamict and suggest
that, at this place, the Manhaul was not cold based. A future Master's thesis could be done
mapping the diamict and erosional evidence of the Manhaul, Odell, and other glacial lobes
issuing from the main East Antarctic lce Sheet. Surface exposure dating of stones in the diamict
would be useful to reconstruct the timing of these post-Sirius glacial events. Sandstone boulder
dispersal trains in Trudge Valley by the Manhaul Glacier, and quartzite by the Odell Glacier,
further attest to the dynamic behaviour under those glaciers.

b) The ridge under the Odell glacier that parallels Trudge Valley may have been formed by the
Odell overrid¡ng the dolerite dyke that crosses the valley at that place. Subsequently, the Odell
may have dumped and streamlined sediment on the lee side of the dyke - the ridge could be a
'crag-and-tail' feature.

c) The ridges on the "Triangle" resemble recessional (ribbed) moraines.

d) Abundant roches moutonnees were discovered on the sides and bottoms of the SE gully, and
adjacent gully to the northwest where Bornholdt worked. These are cirque basins that had local
ice flowing downhill into Trudge valley.

Mt. Feather: (Figure 4)

Two boulder pavements were discovered in Sirius diamictite at the outcrop on the eastern
corner of the Sirius Group plateau. Data collected imply that lodgement was the main process in
pavement formation. lce flow appears to have been across the bench of Sirius, roughly
perpendicular to modern Ferrar glacier flow on the southeast side of Feather. Beneath the
pavements is a dark grey comminution tillite that directly overlies Weller interbedded shale and
coalwhich were overridden, deformed, and reconstituted to form the tillite.

Table Mountain: (Figure 5)

The southern edge of the Sirius platform resembles the distal side of a lateral moraine which
could explain why it is the southern limit of Sirius at Table Mountain. lt may mark the edge of an
outlet glacier (ancestral Ferrar or Tedrow) that issued from the East Antarct¡c lce Sheet to the
southwest, sweeping eastward around an intrusive knob and over the north slope of Table.

Below TM-1 (Dickinson 1997) is a basin carved into Terra Cotta siltstone with Sirius exposed in
its north side (not drilled in 1996 but studied byJames Goff). This appears to be an old cirque,
complete with recessional moraines resting on its floor and even over its northern edge. lt could
be that the ancestral outlet glacier overrode or pushed against the cirque glacier which
prevented the deposition of Sirius in the basin proper.

4 Publications

Hiemstra, J.F., and van der Meer, J.J.M., Neogene Glacial History of the Allan Hílls, Antarctica -
Section Logs, ICG Report 99/3, 36 p.

Goff, J., et al., Table Mountain, (submitted).

Atkins, C.8., and Barrett, P.J., Allan Hills Project - field data from 1997-1999 (in prep for 2001)
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Atkins, C.8., Barrett, P.J., et al. Striae and other features from a cold-based ice advance,
Manhaul Glacier, Antarctica (??).

Atkins, C.8., Holme, P.J., and Mitchell, J., Antarctic Data Series No 24, Holocene glacial data
from 1999-00 (??).

Holme, P.J., Antarctic Data Series No 25, Sirius data from 1999-00. (in prep for 2001)

Holme, Hicock, Barrett, lnterpretation of subglacial dynamics and the thermal regime of the
margin of the East Antarctic lce Sheet during deposition of the Sirius Group at Allan
Hills, South Victoria Land. (draft prepared by ??)

Holme, Barrett, Hicock, Dickinson, A synthesis of the Sirius Group at Allan Hills, Mount Feather
and Table Mountain: the nature of the Sirius Group glacial event. (draft preparedby ??)

Hicock, Holme: A case study of the Sirius Group at Mt. Feather emphasising boulder
pavements. Comparison with Wilson's drill hole study near east section. (draft for
Sedimentary Geology prepared by ??)

Mitchell, J., Antarctic Data Series No 23, Ridge sets from 1999-00. (??)

Schluchter, C., and Tchudi, S., Cosmogenic exposure-age dates from Allan Hills (in prep).
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1) AIMS 
The main technical objective of the season was to test the capabilities and design of the 
refurbished Winkie drilling system which was modified for air coring.  Along with this 
objective, there were three scientific objectives:  1) to provide a series of shallow (2 m) 
cores to assess the degree of contamination of diesel drilling fluid around DVDP-6 
(drilled in 1972), and to locate and re-enter this hole to assess its current status;  2) to 
provide stratigraphic cores of the Sirius Group at Allan Hills and Mt Feather for 
thickness and facies analyses;  3) to provide shallow cores for comparative age analyses 
by Be and N inventory of three different aged deposits (Sirius, Sirius regolith, and debris 
flow) at Table Mt and deployment of 2 m thermistor probes in two of those deposits 
which have pattern ground.   

 
 
2) PLANNING 
 i. No suggestions to change the application process 
 ii. Antarctica NZ staff are excellent 
 iii. No suggestions on maps and aerial photos 
 iv. Pre season information is generally good except it would be most helpful if the 

first aid/field manual could be sent prior to arrival and kit-up in Christchurch.  
Most all of the new comers would read these manuals with enthusiasm in trying to 
figure out what to pack and expect in Antarctica.   

 v. No suggestions on change to the medicals etc. 
 
 
3) CARGO 

The following equipment packages were consigned to Scott Base from Webster Drilling 
in Porirua in late October: 
i. Flying box #1.  Compressor and Drill Rods and parts. 

933kg: 4.2m3 (Tare 300 kg) 
 

ii. Flying box #1. Winkie Drill, Drill Shelter and parts. 
  1055kg: 4.2m3 (Tare 300 kg) 
 

iii. ISO Space Cases of parts (3), Briggs cat head, Sigma box. 
  405kg: 1.35m3 

 
iv. Core Boxes with splits and core packaging (6). 

   560kg: 1.7m3 
 

v. In addition a further consignment of electronic equipment and gel cell batteries 
weighing approximately 250 kg was sent from VUW in early November. 

  Total Weight = 3203kg 
 

Gear box and compressor oils were noted in the flying boxes and these were accepted 
without hazardous requirements.  The gel cell batteries however required repackaging as 
hazardous cargo which was unexpected given that this battery type can be flown under 
commercial IATA regulations and in helicopters in Antarctica. It would seem that 
batteries are now considered hazardous because they are an electrical storage device that 
would normally be transported in a charged state.  A general note available from 



Antarctica New Zealand regarding categories of hazardous cargo would be helpful for 
planning purposes. 

 
3.1) Accompanied Cargo. 
 

Approximately 105 kg of delicate scientific equipment including computers and survey 
equipment accompanied event personnel to Antarctica. 
 
 

4) PERSONNEL 
Warren Dickinson, Event Leader 
School of Earth Sciences 
Victoria University of Wellington 
PO Box 600, Wellington 

 
Pat Cooper, Head Driller, Lake Vida 
Coopers Drilling Service 
Rapid Creek, Waimangaroa 
Westport 

 
Chris Hosie, Student and Research 
Assistant 
School of Earth Sciences 
Victoria University of Wellington 
PO Box 600, Wellington 

 
Glen Kingan, Assistant Driller 
Webster Drilling Inc 
PO Box 50-354 
Porirua 

Alex Pyne, Field Leader 
School of Earth Sciences 
Victoria University of Wellington 
PO Box 600, Wellington 
 
Tony Kingan, Head Driller, Allan Hills & 
Table Mt 
Webster Drilling Inc 
PO Box 50-354 
Porirua 
 
Wayne Pollard, Canadian Scientist & 
Technical Observer 
Dr Wayne H. Pollard 
Department of Geography 
McGill University 
805 Sherbrooke St. W. 
Montreal, Qc. H3A 2K6 
 

 
 
5) FIELD PREPARATIONS 

i. The K047A primary objective supported by Antarctica NZ was to carry out a 
program of shallow coring as proposed by Dr Warren Dickinson (VUW) with 
Webster Drilling providing drilling services in conjunction with VUW.  In addition 
Webster Drilling were contracted by Raytheon Polar Services Company to carry out 
coring for an environmental remediation program at Lake Vida (DVDP bore hole 
#6).  VUW considered this arrangement to be advantageous to the science program 
and supported it because it allowed the costs of drilling equipment development and 
mobilisation to be shared between two programs and also reduce helicopter 
requirements in Antarctica. 

 
During the planning phases prior to deployment to Antarctica we attempted to keep 
Antarctica NZ informed of the Raytheon contract developments and these were time 
tabled into the K047A schedule by Peter Cleary.  The Lake Vida work, planned to be 
carried out first was to be supported in the field by the US program.  However 
K047A cargo and personnel were manifested to Scott Base by the New Zealand 
Program where preparations were made for both US and NZ parts of the field 
program.  During this period it became apparent that a few items of our Antarctica 



NZ equipment requests were not considered to be available for the US part of the 
program, these were solved simply but the impression remained that official 
communication and planning between the NZ and US at the program level could 
have been improved and these ramifications made clear to VUW.  

 
ii. The equipment made available to K047A from Scott Base was in good condition and 

performed well in the field.  The generator service kit provided is a significant step 
forward.  The idea of a complete field friendly kit with built in drip tray served us 
well and was used for other motorised equipment as well.  We hope to use the same 
idea for field servicing of small drilling equipment in the future.  The only 
significant concern when at Allan hills was that we mislaid the soft Polar Haven 
floor (12’x8’) in the Marble Pt. equipment cache.  Our field equipment had been 
taken by sea ice surface transport to Marble Pt. and the floor had been stored with a 
different NZ science event’s equipment in another part of the equipment cache.  We 
found the Polar Haven tent to be significantly colder without the floor at Allan Hills.  
The floor was later recovered and used at Table Mountain.  A lesser concern was the 
absence of guy ropes on some of the newest foldable Polar Tents.  Additional guy 
ropes were provided on a resupply but were also mislaid for a few hours in the 
excitement of helicopter operations.  The use of coloured packing slip type 
documentation in mail bags accompanying cargo originating from Scott Base would 
help field parties keep track of re supplies.  A similar coloured form could be used 
by parties returning equipment and samples to Scott Base. This becomes even more 
important when field groups are large and several events may be working together. 
Testing equipment at Scott Base, note on preparing hydrocarbon contaminated cores. 

 
iii. Field training required for Chris Hosie, Glen Kingan and Wayne Pollard was carried 

out on their arrival at Scott Base for the move to Allan Hills. 
 

iv. We were delayed 2-3 days from the scheduled put in at Lake Vida due to weather 
and consequent helo backup.  This extra time was well used in drill testing and we 
drilled at a possible fuel contaminated site at Scott Base to test the practicality of 
drilling and core recovery in volcanic rocks for environmental tests.  Notes on these 
tests are appended to this report. 

 
 
6) FIELD TRANSPORT (Helicopter Operation) 

For this season’s drilling operations we constructed two 3.2 m long skid mounted 
“flying boxes” one, to carry the Winkie Drill and drilling equipment and the other to fit 
and operate the air compressor system.  The boxes were primarily designed as 
underslung loads for the Bell 212 helicopters and were partly streamlined and built with 
a four point lift.  The boxes were built as lightly as possible with tubular duragalv steel 
framing and plywood cladding.  The tare weight of each box was about 300 kg including 
2 side mounted drill deck units.   

 
Equipment was consigned in the boxes and flown to Antarctica but required a double 
marriage pallet because of the overhang length of 0.8 m in excess of the single 8’ long 
aircraft pallet.  The flying boxes were repacked to reduce the weight to 1800 –1900 lb 
for helicopter sling loads.  The boxes did not fly as well as we hoped and a tail fin were 
constructed at Scott Base and fitted in the field adding a further 40 lb to the box weight.  



The boxes still did not fly well and this in part may be due to the PHI steel cable pendant  
where the swivel may not work properly with loads of 1800 lb. 

 
We recognize that there is a significant weight penalty in the use of these boxes and this 
weight may be reduced a little in the future with redesigning.  The advantages of the 
however outweigh this penalty and include: 
i. Cargo consignment to Antarctica. 
ii. Enables the heating/start up and operation of the compressor in a controlled 

temperature environment. 
iii. Rapid packup and deployment of equipment. 
iv. Confinement and protection of equipment from burial in snow. 

 
In addition to the 2 large flying boxes which were each under slung, we required a third 
underslung load for drilling equipment/fuel and one Bell 212 internal load of equipment.  
An additional two Bell 212 internal loads were required for personnel (up to 6) and 
camp which included 3 folding Polar tents and the 12’by 8’Polar Haven with soft floor. 

 
Most of the smaller drilling equipment was packaged in plastic space cases and 
consigned from New Zealand on pallets.  These cases are designed to fit ISO pallet 
dimensions (1.10 x1.10 m) and two 1.1m long boxes fit across the back cabin area of the 
Bell 212.  Drilling equipment is usually heavy and it is all to easy to over fill these 
versatile boxes which makes it harder to pack the helicopter especially if only the pilot 
and copilot are doing a remote pickup; (sorry HNZ).  The boxes provide secure storage 
of equipment in the field and contribute to an efficient drilling operation. 

 
 
7) EVENT DIARY 
 

DATE LOCATIO
N 

BRIEF DIARY 

NOV 3 Chch WD,AP,PC,TK boomerang flight 
S 4 Chch-SB WD,AP,PC,TK arrive SB 8:30p 
Su 5 SB Boxes to cold porch & begin unpacking  
M 6 SB Prep & repack drill equip 
T 7 SB AP,PC,TK,WD meet w/ BG,KW; Core boxes from BFC, Rig for 

test drill of SB diesel spill 
W 8 SB Test drill system; compressor operation in cold; took 1m core in 

basalt for contamination 
Th 9 SB-Vida Pack drill kit; WD,AP,PC,TK 7:30p to Vida; BG, KW av Vida 

10pm; 4x sling loads follow; last av @ 5am 
F 10 Vida Set-up drill system; WD takes 1.5m Sipre core of L Vida ice near 

west end stream entry 
S 11 Vida 12pm start drill PC-5; move to PC-4; finish @ 6pm 
Su 12 Vida 10am start drill PC-1; 3pm move to PC-6 & finish 8pm; Cleary 

drops off spare bits from Websters 
M 13 Vida Visit by Craig Potton 9am 10am move to PC-7 & drill; 12:30p 

move to PC-3; 3pm move to PC-2 & finish drill 5:30p; 
AP,PC,TK,KW hike across lake 

T 14 Vida 9am coms w/ SB and McM about next moves;  11am start drill PC-



8; 4:30p start drill PC-9 finish 5p; dig & find DVDP-6; plans to 
case but need to make tools @SB 

W 15 Vida WoW to move AP to SB; BG & KW hike to dune; others in camp 
Th 16 Vida WoW; BG,WD hike to overlook; others in camp 
F 17 Vida WoW; BG,WD hike to Upper Victoria Glacier, others hike to Dune 
S 18 Vida 9am PC,BG to McM; 2pm AP to Cape Roberts to repair tide 

gauge; WD studies pattern ground 
Su 19 Vida 12pm WD,TK,KW hike to east end of Lake Vida 
M 20 Vida 8:30am PC arrives w/tools; 11pm reaming DVDP-6 w/ casing; hole 

in good cond; AP arrives 1:30p; set 12m of casing w/10l water; 
capped by 5pm; packed up drill system by 7pm 

T 21 Vida-Mpt 4pm WD,AP,PC,TK,KW + personal kit & ice core box to Mpt via 
K047B, Lower Vic Glacier to pick up solar panel; PC & KW on to 
McM; repack camp kit for AH  

W 22 Mpt-AH 3pm WP,CH,GK move SB to Mpt; 4:30p AP,TK,GK,CH move to 
AH/Trudge Vly & set up camp by 8pm; WD,WP hike to Bay of 
Sails north of Mpt. 

Th 23 Mpt-AH 10:30a WD,WP to AH/Trudge Vly; fuel sling from Mpt; 2x sling + 
internal loads from Vida to AH by 4pm; setting up drill rig 

F 24 AH Setting up rig; drilling@1pm; AH-T-1 ice free to 1.5m = no core! 
repair power head; WD,WP hike to U Triangle 

S 25 AH WD,PH observe Sirius @ U Triangle; Compressor mount sheared 
off, geo bolts found for repair! carb repair on power head; no 
drilling 

Su 26 AH WD,PH,CH,WP hike to L Triangle & LakeVly; 11am drilling AH-
T-1 & TD in Weller @ 6:30p 

M 27 AH WD,AP,TK,GK,PH check L Triangle & decide not to drill there; 
WP,CH hike to Camp Vly; WD rtn to camp via Watters Pk; solar 
flares = no radio coms  

T 28 AH 10am move rig 150m S; WD,WP,CH ice cored LV-1 = 1.1m and 
LV-2 = 2.05m w/ PICO auger; return 6pm; 4pm drill AH-T-2 to 
1.8m no ice; hole caving; 7pm cmted rubble w/20l water to set for 
nite; no coms 

W 29 AH Coms w/SB;10:30a drill out cmted rubble & cored 2.0-4.5m 
w/reaming, finish 6pm; blowing >15knts all day 

Th 30 AH 11am coring and reaming 4.5-8.3m; TD in Weller@ 7pm; used 
nearly all fuel; 11pm-2am packed rig for 10am sling out 

DEC 1 AH WoW @ AH, fine at SB; good coms for weather reports every 2hrs 
S 2 AH WoW; WD,AP,WP climb Sched Pk for weather rpt; WD,WP 

examine pattern ground in Trudge Vly 
Su 3 AH WoW; WD,CB examine Mawson on Mt Watters: others in camp 

all day; WD & CB collect & bag old rubbish from around supply 
cashe (ca 1963) left at tongue of Odell Glacier in Trudge Vly 

M 4 AH-Mpt 9:45a WD,AP,WP,GK move to Battleship Prom. to collect 
endoliths; unload survival gear; helo moves TK,CH to Mpt; 12:45 
WD,AP,WP,GK move to Mpt; clean & repack camp kit for TM 

T 5 Mpt WoW @ Mpt for move to TM; read, video, eat! 
W 6 Mpt WoW; outline prelim report; examine beach ridges N of Marble Pt 
Th 7 Mpt-TM 10am WD,TK,GK move to TM; 10cm snow = difficult to locate 



drill sites; carried gear 400m downslope to SW and set-up camp; 
2x slings + internal from AH; 1x sling from Mpt; AP,CH av @ 
10:15p & finish camp set-up 1am! 

F 8 TM AP,WD find exact loc of camp on aerial photo; set up rig; new 
warm up procedure for compressor; drilling TM-00-1 by 6:30p & 
cored 0.5m when clutch on power head broke 

S 9 TM Drilling @ 11am 0.8m/hr; ice cuttings not clearing well; stopped 
@ 7:30p @6.1m, slow but steady day 

Su 10 TM 10am changed to T-60 bit, drilled 0.2m & barrel got frozen in hole 
11am; jacks in bad repair & could not jack out; poured hot salty 
water (6% sol’n) in hole but no give; rod twisted off @ sub; spare 
sub at SB; moral is low! 

M 11 TM 11am AP to SB for tools and parts; WD,CH measure polygons; 
WD,CH,GK climb Mt Buggar; AP arrives 11pm with retrieval 
tools  

T 12 TM 10am overdrilling w/NQ; 10:30a NQ bit is frozen & stuck; 3pm 
jacked out NQ; move to TM-00-2; 1.5hrs to start cooler; 10pm 
monkey jars & fuel av from SB; 11pm finished coring @2.37m 

W 13 TM Drilled data logger post hole TM-00-2a; spud TM-00-3 @1pm; 
TD@ 2.17 when radiator cooler clogged w/ ice @3:30p.  AP sets 
up data logger in TM-00-2 

Th 14 TM Moved to TM-00-4 & cored 3.21m in 1.5 hrs and finished by 1pm; 
moved to TM-00-5; drilling dolerite clast (0.3m in 1.5hr) & 
decided to TD hole @ 1.83m; drilled data logger post hole TM-00-
5a; WD sampled Sirius fractures 

F 15 TM 10am drilling TM-00-6; 10:30a K042 av & set up camp around us; 
drilling slow but steady; 6:30p TD @ 4.40m & packed fly boxes; 
AP sets up #2 data logger in TM-00-6 

S 16 TM 3x slings to SB @ 2, 3:30 & 5am; WD,SH climb Navajo Pk; 
upslope cloud @9am; WoW to move to SB 

Su 17 TM-SB 9:30a WD,SH to SB; 11:30a AP,TK,GK to SB; clean camp kit; 
pack boxes for NZ; bag drag 6:30p 

M 18 SB-Chch 9am WD,AP to Chch; av 5pm & de-kit; 6:30pm flight to Wgtn 
 
K047A Personnel K042 personnel Abbreviations 
WD  (Warren Dickinson) PH  (Phil Holm) TD  (total depth) 
AP  (Alex Pyne) CB  (Carl Bornholdt) WoW  (waiting on weather) 
TK  (Tony Kingan) SH  (Steve Hicock) @  (at) 
PC  (Pat Cooper)  av  (arrive) 
GK  (Glen Kingan) NSF Personnel Lake Vida lv  (leave) 
CH  (Chris Hosie) BG  (Bill Gilmore) SB  (Scott Base) 
WP  (Wayne Pollard) KW  (Kirsten Wade) McM  (McMurdo station) 
  Mpt  (Marble Pt. station) 
  AH  (Allan Hills) 
  TM  (Table Mt) 
 



8) EVENT MAP 
(see attached for Lake Vida, Allan Hills, and Table Mt.) 

 
 
9) WEATHER (9:00 am) 
 

Date Locatio
n 

Cloud 
Cover 

Cloud 
Type 

Wind 
Knots 

Wind 
(dir) 

Temp 
°C 

Comments 

NOV 3 Chch --- --- --- --- ---  
S 4 Chch-

SB 
--- --- --- --- ---  

Su 5 SB --- --- --- --- --- Condition 2 
M 6 SB --- --- --- --- --- Condition 2 
T 7 SB --- --- --- --- --- Hi Cloud, no snow 
W 8 SB --- --- --- --- --- Lite Snow 
Th 9 SB-Vida 0/8  5 E -8 8p @ Lake Vida 
F 10 Vida 1/8 Cs <5 --- -4 inc 10kt E in pm 
S 11 Vida 1/8 Cs <2 --- -4 inc 10kt E in pm 
Su 12 Vida 0/8  10 E -2 20kt between 3am - 

6am 
M 13 Vida 0/8  <3 V -3 inc 10kt in pm 
T 14 Vida 8/8 As <3 V -4 unrestricted vis 
W 15 Vida 7/8 As <3 V --- inc 15kt by 11am; 

cond 2 @ SB 
Th 16 Vida 7/8 As 10 E -4 cond 2 @ SB 
F 17 Vida 7/8 As 17 E -5 Helos not flying 
S 18 Vida 5/8 As 5 E -4 Helos flying 
Su 19 Vida 0/8  15 E -3 constant wind all 

day 
M 20 Vida 0/8  <5 E -3  
T 21 Vida-

Mpt 
8/8 As <3 V -4 unrestricted 

visibility 
W 22 Mpt-AH 1/8 As 10 S -2 for Mpt 
Th 23 Mpt-AH 0/8  <5 S -2 for Mpt 
F 24 AH 7/8 Sc 17 SE -10  
S 25 AH 8/8 Sc 20 SE -13 snowing; wind dec 

to <3 by evening 
Su 26 AH 5/8 Sc 13 SE -12 Solar flares, no 

coms 
M 27 AH 3/8 As 10 SE -11 Solar flares, no 

coms 
T 28 AH 8/8 Sc 20 SE -14 Solar flares,no coms 
W 29 AH 1/8 As 17 SE -10  
Th 30 AH 1/8 As 17 SE -12  
DEC 1 AH 8/8 Sc 5 SE -13 clear @ 7a but 

socked in by 9am 
S 2 AH 8/8 Sc <5 SE -13 lite snow thru day 
Su 3 AH 8/8 Sc 5 SE -15 snow dec thru day 



M 4 AH-Mpt 5/8 Sc <5 SE -13 patchy lo cloud thru 
day @ AH 

T 5 Mpt 8/8 Sc 10 S -3 no helos from SB 
W 6 Mpt 7/8 Sc 5 S -3 cond 2 @ SB 
Th 7 Mpt-TM 0/8  <2 V -10 10am @ TM 
F 8 TM 0/8  <2 V -11 beautiful 
S 9 TM 0/8  <2 V -12  
Su 10 TM 0/8  <5 V -12 clouds building thru 

day 
M 11 TM 0/8  <5 V -11  
T 12 TM 1/8 Cs <3 V -10 clouds building thru 

day 
W 13 TM 1/8 Cs <3 V -10 snowing in late pm 
Th 14 TM 2/8  Sc <3  V -11 Sc in lo valley 
F 15 TM 2/8 Sc <3 V -10 Sc lo in valley 
S 16 TM 7/8 Sc <3 V -10 lite snow thru day 
Su 17 TM-SB 4/8 Sc <3 V -10 patchy cloud 
M 18 SB-

Chch 
4/8 As <3 V -2 8am @ SB 

 
---  Observation missing or not recorded 
Cs = Cirro stratus;  As = Alto stratus;  Sc = Strato cumulus 
SB = Scott Base;  AH = Allan Hills;  TM = Table Mt:  Mpt = Marble Point 
 
10) ACCIDENTS, INCIDENTS or HAZARDS 

There were no accidents, incidents or hazards to report 
 
 
11) FIELD EQUIPMENT 

The event was issued with new folding Polar Tents that performed well and made 
packaging the helicopter significantly easier.  Some care has to be taken when 
connecting the internal poles to prevent catching the surrounding fabric sleeve.  This is 
more difficult in the cold when the internal bungie chord has lost its spring but this 
recovers when the tent is erected and warmed up. 

 
The Polar Haven tent was used for messing up to 8 people as well as the warming and 
maintenance of equipment.  These tents are a valuable resource for the NZ field 
operation and can provide quality lab space as well as a general messing and warm work 
area.  The performance of the tent improves greatly with a rigid insulated floor but the 
canvas floor also helps and is more suitable for our mobile operation.  

 
VUW has purchased a Sigma fuel heater that has been set up as a portable unit for use 
with the Polar Haven.  However Antarctica NZ could consider the purchase of more of 
these heaters, set up for portable operation as well as other equipment specifically for 
Polar Haven use.   The standard kitchen box, for example, is designed for use in the 2 
man Polar Tent and is unsatisfactory in the warm Polar Haven Tent environment.  A 
plastic space case based kitchen unit with small sink; pizo propane double burner, utensil 
and cookware storage could be developed to mess up to 6 people.  Connection to a sigma 
heater with heat exchanger for ice melting would also be possible.  Other camping 



accessories such as lightweight folding aluminium tables are also required for the Polar 
Haven tents. 

 
 
12) RADIO COMMUNICATIONS 

Scott Base communication operators generally seem unaware of their importance to field 
parties.  Without citing specific examples, members of this event found it difficult and 
often unreliable to send messages through the base operators.  A particularly difficult 
time with the radio operators occurred in early December when operator teams were 
changed.  One suggestion may be to change over one operator at a time rather than all 
three at once.  After this change over, there were several incidents where a Scott Base 
operator failed to respond to calls from field parties.  These were calls heard clearly by 
other field parties indicating that the base operator was simply switched off.   

 
Radio communications with the NSF helos is poor to nonexistent and needs 
improvement.  

 
Communication with McMurdo helo ops should be available.  Too often Kiwi field 
parties get word from Scott Base operators that the helo will arrive at a certain hour, but 
in fact it shows up 4-5 hours later.  This is because the base operator has either mis-read 
the daily flight sheet or there is some genuine problem with the helo.  It seems 
reasonable that since all helo movements are done through Mac Center, and since US 
parties have communication access to Mac Center, that Kiwi field parties should also 
have communication to Mac Center. 

 
 
13) SCOTT BASE LABORATORY FACILITIES 
 Scott Base lab facilities were not used by this event. 
 
 
14) REFUGE & RESEARCH HUTS 

These huts were not used by this event. 
 
 
15) ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

i. Site 1:  Lake Vida, DVDP-6 (S 77°22 42.75854; E 161°48 59.57237); 9 Nov - 20 
Nov; 11 days; 4 people; 44 person days; core drilling and remediation around old 
hole DVDP-6 (see attached Table for core taken at this site) 

 
Site 2: Trudge Valley, Allan Hills (approx. S 76°42 18.0; E 159°47 24.0) 23 Nov - 4 
Dec; 10 days; 6 people; 60 person days;  coring Sirius Group deposits (see attached 
Table for core taken) 

 
Site 3: Battleship Promontory (S 76° 54.971; E 161° 01.739) 4 Dec (10:15am - 
12:45pm); 4 people; sampling and collecting endolithic algae from the Beacon 
Orthoquartzite; 10kg of rock collected. 

 
Site 4: Table Mountain (approx. S 77°57 37.0; E 161°57 45.0) 8 Dec - 16 Dec; 9 
days; 5 people; 45 person days; coring Sirius and patterned ground (see attached 
Table for core taken) 



 
ii. No protected areas were visited by event members.  However, endolithic algae were 

collected at Battleship Promontory and perhaps this area should be considered as a 
protected area in the future.   

 
iii. Event members did not interfere with any wildlife. 

 
iv. Shallow core was taken from each of the three sites as detailed in the table below.  

The nature of the core varied from glacial dimict to well sorted sandstone.  All of the 
core was ice cemented.  An average density of the core was 2.65g/cc which, for a 
60mm diameter core, is 7.5 kg /metre.  The extracted weight of the total core was 
319kg. 

 
Cores from Holes Drilled for K047A (See attached maps for hole locations) 

AREA HOLE # DATE 
(2000) 

START 
DEPTH (m) 

TOTAL 
DEPTH (m) 

TOTAL CORE 
RECOVERED (m) 

 
 
 
 
 
Lake 
Vida 

PC-5 11/11 0 1.89 1.89 

 PC-4 11/11 0 1.81 1.66 
 PC-1 12/11 0 2.45 2.17 
 PC-6 12/11 0 1.37 1.25 
 PC-7 13/12 0 2.06 1.89 
 PC-3 13/11 0 1.82 1.70 
 PC-2 13/11 0 1.84 1.63 
 PC-8 14/11 0 1.93 1.80 
 PC-9 14/11 0 1.99 1.91 
  17.16 15.90  (119kg) 
Allan 
Hills 
(Trudge 
Valley) 

AH-T-1 24-26/11 0 4.23 2.30 

 AH-T-2 28-30/11 0 8.38 5.90 
  12.61 8.20  (62kg) 
 
 
 
 
Table Mt 

TM-00-1 8-10/12 0.44 6.30 5.66 

 TM-00-2 12/12 0.24 2.70 2.03 
 TM-00-3 13/12 0.14 2.17 1.95 
 TM-00-4 14/12 0.48 3.21 2.73 
 TM-00-5 14/12 0.12 1.83 1.71 
 TM-00-6 15/12 0.14 4.40 4.26 
  20.81 18.34  (138kg) 



 Total 50.58 42.44  (319kg) 
 
 
 

v. No hazardous chemicals, other than fuels and lubricating oils, were taken into the 
field.  All unused fuels and oils were returned to Scott Base.  However, a note on 
the use of fuels and oils in the field is necessary.  All kero for cooking was supplied 
in 20l plastic containers.  These containers had fittings for taps, but taps for 
dispensing the fuel were not supplied.  It is virtually impossible to pour a full 20l 
container into a two litre container for use in the tent without spillage.  Taps for the 
20l containers should be made available to field parties.  Scott Base field managers 
should describe the use of the taps to all field parties.  Portable plastic berms, 
borrowed from the US program at Lake Vida, were used for our fuelling operation 
of drilling equipment.  These portable berms are light weight and fold into a small 
size and a variety of sizes should be purchased by Antarctica NZ.   

 
vi. Explosives were not used by this event.   

 
vii. No animals, plants, were imported to or removed from Antarctica by members of 

this event. 
 

viii. One thermistor probe was left in each of two holes (TM-00-2 and TM-00-5) drilled 
at Table Mt (approx loc.S 77°57 37.0; E 161°57 45.0).  Each probe was 6mm in 
diameter,  2 m long and suspended in the hole with open-cell armaflex pipe 
insulation.  Cables from the probe were attached to a controller box 
(500x400x200mm) fitted with a solar panel and a space case (550x500x500mm) 
containing two 75Ah, sealed lead-acid batteries.  These probes will be down loaded 
in November 2001 and reprogrammed for an additional year.    

 
ix. Daily activity by event members required tramping across desert pavement, rock 

and snow surfaces at the field sites.  Disturbance to these surfaces, was also caused 
by the portable drilling equipment, which was set up, used and taken apart.  Several 
small shallow pits were dug at each site to determine the depth to the ground ice.  
All of the pits were back-filled and disturbed desert pavement surfaces were raked 
and swept to restore them as best as possible to their original state.  However, skid 
marks and oil droppings left behind by various helicopter movements were not 
restored.  The loss of hydraulic oil from helicopters working in the Dry Valleys 
remains a serious source of pollution. 

 
x. For some reason, 60l greywater barrels were not issued at Scott Base this season, 

but they were replaced with 20l disposable plastic containers.  Conservatively, the 
average person produces about 2l (urine + kitchen) of greywater per day.  Our event 
was issued four 20l containers for Allan Hills and Table Mt.  We used up all four at 
Allan Hills (60 person days x 2l = 120l total greywater) and as a consequence, we 
were forced to freeze buckets of greywater and set them out to ablate in the wind.  
In addition, the 20l containers were in short supply at Scott Base, and we ran short 
of them at Table Mt as well.  We strongly recommend that for large (>3 persons) 
field parties, 60l barrels are used in the future to avoid the dumping of greywater.  
(approx 40l at Allan Hills and 20l at Table Mt were dumped) 

 



16) HISTORIC SITES 
Historic sites were not visited by member of this event 

 
 
17) MANAGEMENT OF SCIENCE IN THE ROSS DEPENDENCY 

During the early stages of our event at Scott Base and Lake Vida, we became aware that 
official communication and planning between NZ and the US at the program level could 
have been improved.  We expect that drilling work similar to that carried out by K047A 
will be required in the future,for both NZ and US programs.  It makes economic sense to 
spread drilling mobilisation costs between several groups where possible but we require 
agreed guidelines to enable NZ contractors to support both national programs without 
incurring unnecessary costs that could reduce NZ technical expertise, commercial 
advantage and leadership in this field. 

 
Prior to K047A deployment to Antarctica, Peter Cleary determined that preparations and 
requests for the Lake Vida program within the US system had not been completed as per 
our expectations and stated in the Raytheon contract.  We are grateful that he pursued 
this on our behalf so that this problem was largely dealt with on our arrival at Scott Base. 

 
There is continuing problem about importing Antarctic soil, sediment, rock and ice 
samples.  With all the snakes, mosquitos, spiders etc that have recently been found in the 
country, MAF are coming under real heat to control imports.  As such they are loath to 
distinguish and make exceptions for samples which come from Antarctica.  Scientifically 
however, it would be very difficult to justify a biosecurity threat from any antarctic 
samples.  Rock samples seem to be OK, but sediment, soil and water (non seawater) 
seem to pose a risk.  As you know, there is a very fine line between soils and 
sedimentary rocks which flake and crumble.   

 
To date we have avoided the MAF dogma by claiming all of our samples are rocks, 
which when dealing with sedimentary rocks is really not the case.  If we continue to do 
this MAF may eventually find out how we are bending the 'rules' and get very nasty on 
us.  The bottom line will be the increased cost we will have to bear to appease the 
regulators that Antarctic samples are biologically safe.  It would be most helpful if 
Antarctica NZ could approach this problem on some sort of higher level with MAF that 
would allow a variance for Antarctic rock, soil and ice samples. 

 
Notes for Hydrocarbon Sampling of Frozen Core. 

 
At Scott Base during the field preparation period in early November we cored frozen 
volcanic sediments and bedrock to test the drilling equipment using chilled compressed 
air and diamond drill bits.  This was carried out in the road area adjacent to the Pump 
House and WetLab in an area which was expected to have some possible hydrocarbon 
contamination.  The coring operation went very well with complete core recovery of a 
few centimetres of sediment on top of vesicular basaltic bedrock.  The total core 
recovered was in excess of 1.0 metre.  Vesicles and fractures in the bedrock were filled 
with ice that was recovered intact.  At the time of core recovery a hydrocarbon smell was 
noted on several occasions but this disappeared after a few hours and the ice content also 
ablated away even though the cores were kept frozen. It was not clear if the hydrocarbon 
smell was associated with the ice content but this could be possible at shallow depths 
were flowing water and hydrocarbons may be present during the high summer melt 



period.  The relationship between ice content and the volatile hydrocarbons may indicate 
how fluids move in the subsurface and at the permafrost interface. 

 
We recommend that compressed air coring should be carried out with Ambient air 
temperatures not greater than  -10°C to prevent downhole melting.  Samples of core 
should be taken immediately on recovery of the core, stored in airtight containers to 
preserve both volatile and residual hydrocarbons and kept frozen –18°C.  Containers 
where the headspace can be drawn off with a syringe for gas chromatograph analysis 
would be advantageous. 
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1)  Popular Summary of Scientific Work 
 
This project is based on new portable drilling techniques which allow shallow coring of 
permafrosted glacial sediments in remote areas.  The primary aim of this project is to recover 
a climate record from Antarctic ground ice and soils, which potentially hold detailed records 
that date back to 15 million years ago.  The cored material will not only be used to determine 
climate and climate history from geo and biochemistry but will also provide stratigraphic 
information for ground penetrating radar studies and outcrop maps of glacial sediments. 
 
One of the main scientific problems to be addressed by this project is the origin of ground ice 
at high elevations (<1000m) throughout the Dry Valleys of Antarctica.  The origin is unclear 
because there is no obvious contemporary source of water.  Three possible sources have been 
proposed: 1) The water came only with the original deposition of the sediments, 2) additional 
water was introduced after deposition during an undocumented warm period in Antarctic 
history, or 3) additional water has condensed from atmospheric vapour, which has diffused 
into the ground over millions of years.  Preliminary work suggests that mechanism three is 
applicable and that this may be similar to the occurrence of water on Mars. 
 
 
2)  Proposed Programme 
 
The main technical objective of the season was to test the capabilities and design of the 
refurbished Winkie drilling system which was modified for air coring.  Along with this 
objective, there were three scientific objectives:  1) to provide a series of shallow (2 m) cores 
to assess the degree of contamination of diesel drilling fluid around DVDP-6 (drilled in 
1972), and to locate and re-enter this hole to assess its current status;  2) to provide 
stratigraphic cores of the Sirius Group at Allan Hills and Mt Feather for thickness and facies 
analyses;  3) to provide shallow cores for comparative age analyses by Be and N inventory of 
three different aged deposits (Sirius, Sirius regolith, and debris flow) at Table Mt and 
deployment of 2 m thermistor probes in two of those deposits which have pattern ground.   
 
 
3)  Scientific Endeavours and Achievements 
 
Main Results 
Nine holes and 15.90 m of core were recovered from a grid pattern of drilling around DVDP-
6, and they suggest that the diesel drilling fluid used in 1972 only penetrated the active 
permafrost layer to a depth of about 0.6 m.  In addition, DVDP-6 was relocated, cased to a 
depth of 12 m, and capped.  At Allan Hills (Trudge Valley) two holes and 8.20 m of core 
were recovered showing that the Sirius consists of a thin veneer (4-5 m) in the valley bottom 
and that it is ice-free to a depth of 1.5 to 2.5 m in this area.  Coring did not reveal any new 
facies of the Sirius at Allan Hills.  At Table Mt, six holes and 18.67 m of core were 
recovered.  The cores revealed a new fluvial gravel facies of the Sirius and showed that depth 
of polygonal ground may extend deeper than 6 m.  The two thermistor arrays were deployed 
in different polygonal ground and set to record temperatures (12 cm intervals to 2 m deep) 4 
times a day for 11 months. 
 
Summary 
Dickinson and Pyne spent 39 days in the field and 5 days at Scott Base.  Of the field days, 9 
(includes one no-fly Sunday) were spent waiting on weather to clear.  An additional 3-4 days 



were lost to technical problems with the drilling system.  In all, 17 holes were drilled in three 
areas, Lake Vida, Allan Hills, and Table Mt and a total of 42.44 m of core were recovered for 
48.44 m drilled. 



Technical Summary 
Technically, the drilling system was a success, and although it did not preform to its expected 
capabilities, the modifications necessary to accomplish this are feasible.  The main problems 
and necessary modifications are listed below in order of importance: 
 
1) Core bits need further testing and design.  With the present system, the clearing of 

cuttings, and in particular ice-rich cuttings, becomes more difficult with depth below 
about 2 m.  Unless this problem is solved, holes deeper than about 10 m are not 
practical with this system as reaming is required below 6 m. 

 
2) The compressor system generally worked well, but consumes a lot of fuel and requires 

a dedicated operator.  Modifications are required to the protective box so that the 
compressor and its coalescing filter can operate in a warm and uniform temperature.  
It may also be possible to reduce fuel consumption if demand air flow can be 
regulated.   

 
3) Cooling of the compressed air is required and drilling in temperatures above -3°C is 

probably not practical.  In addition, moisture from compressed air must be removed 
before entering the cooler.  With the present system it is not practical to drill in either 
cloudy or snowy conditions because of ice build up in the air ways.   

 
4) Unquestionably a drilling shelter is needed for winds greater than about 7 knots.  

However, the present shelter and platform can be lightened in weight and simplified in 
design to increase set-up and break-down time.   

 
5) A drilling camp of at least 5 people is required to support the present drilling system.  

The camp, drilling system, and fuel (five 12 hour days of compressor operation) 
translate into 6 helo loads (3 internal and 3 sling).  The logistics of such moves are 
complicated and demanding on Antarctica NZ resources and suggest that one and 
possibly two areas can only be drilled in a season.   

 
Scientific Summary 
Scientifically, much was accomplished during the field season, however, the initial objectives 
outlined above were extremely ambitious in view of the fact they were set before the 
capabilities of the drilling system were completely understood and tested under Antarctic 
conditions.  Site selection for coring is critical and must be reviewed by both scientists and 
drillers prior to conception of logistical plans.  The depth to ice-cemented sediment must be 
determined so that if necessary casing can be provided and used during coring.  Core 
recovery in ice-free sediments is probably not possible and if this zone cannot be cleared by 
shovel it must cased off, if drilling below this zone is required.  In logistics planning, 
allowance for bad weather is critical because of the time needed for 6 helo moves.  November 
2000 was one of the snowiest on record at Scott Base and given the variable conditions in the 
mountains, the weather must be suitable both at base and in the field for helo movement to 
occur.   
 
At Allan Hills 2 core holes were drilled in Trudge Valley (Fig. 1).  The site initially selected 
was on the top of the ‘ramp’, but high winds made drilling at this location impractical for 
field time allotted to the Allan Hills area.  Therefore, to assess the thickness of the Sirius in 
Trudge Valley, we decided first to core the Sirius outcrop on the valley bottom NE of the 
‘ramp’.  To our surprise, we found the top 1.5 m of Sirius was ice-free and core from this 



section was lost.  At this hole, the Weller was encountered at a depth of 3.40 m.  It was 
decided to drill the second hole in Trudge Valley in the basal part of the ‘ramp’ sediments 
which overlie the Sirius.  The idea was that the top of the ice-cement would lie in the ’ramp’ 
sediments and allow recovery of a complete section of the underlying Sirius.  Unfortunately, 
the unconsolidated ‘ramp’ sediments made drilling extremely difficult and slow.  
Consequently, the first core recovered at a depth of 2.48 m was the Sirius, and it was not 
possible to core the contact between the ‘ramp’ sediments and the Sirius.  



A move to other sites in the Allan Hills area became impractical because of time constraints.  
Persistent 30 - 40 knot winds on the Upper Triangle essentially ruled out access to this area.  
Good outcrops surrounding the Lower Triangle and the probability of a thin Sirius section 
due to the 1-2 m thickness of the ice-free horizon, ruled out coring in this area as well. 
 
At Table Mt, 6 core holes were drilled in an area where a ridge of Sirius is truncated by a 
debris flow of dolerite blocks which is marked by large (15 m across) polygonal ground (Fig. 
2).  Adjacent to the ridge is the Sirius regolith which is marked by small (5 m across) 
polygonal ground.  These three outcrops are within a 100 m radius so a helo move of the 
compressor was not necessary.  The primary objective was to take 3 m deep cores in each of 
these outcrops for Be/N inventory dating.  The secondary objective was to investigate the 
nature of the polygonal ground and determine the depth of the ‘active’ layer.  In this case, the 
term active layer does not refer to annual freeze-thaw, but the depth to which the polygonal 
ground extends.  In the large polygons, 3 holes were drilled; one in the centre, one at the 
perimeter and one half way in between these holes.  Due to the blocky nature of the debris 
flow, depth to the ice-cemented horizon varied from about 10 to 45 cm.  TM-00-1 drilled in 
the centre of a polygon terminated at a depth of 6.3 m due to a stuck and un-recovered bit and 
core barrel.  TM-00-2 was drilled half way between the centre and perimeter of the polygon 
to a depth of 2.37 m so that a 2 m thermistor probe could be installed in this hole.  The hole at 
the perimeter, TM-00-3, was drilled to 2.70 m and terminated when drilling became difficult.   
 
TM-00-4 was drilled at the top and southern-most end of a kilometre long ridge of Sirius 
(Fig. 2).  The ridge is mostly capped by the dimict facies of the Sirius which overlies the well 
sorted sandy facies of the Sirius.  The surface of the ice-cemented horizon at 48 cm was very 
even and flat which probably reflects the homogeneous nature of the sandy facies.  Coring 
was fast (1 m /0.5hr) and drilling was terminated after 3 runs at 3.21 m.   
 
A small polygon in the Sirius regolith was cored in its centre and perimeter.  Depth to the ice-
cemented horizon was less variable than in the large polygon and averaged about 15 cm.  In 
hole TM-00-5 at the polygon centre, ice-cemented dolerite clasts (10-20 cm diameter) were 
present to 1.03 m deep where the well sorted Sirius sand was encountered.  This may 
represent the depth of the active layer.  Unfortunately, coring was terminated in a large 
dolerite clast (only known to be a clast after drilling the perimeter hole) at 1.83 m after 
drilling  only 0.3 m in 1 hr.  The perimeter hole, TM-00-6, encountered the sandy Sirius 
facies at about 0.88 m.  However, at about 1.47 m a gravelly facies probably of fluvial origin 
was encountered.  This facies continued to 4.40 m when coring was stopped for the move 
back to Scott Base. 
 
Mount Feather 
Although K047A was scheduled to go to Mt Feather after completing work at Table Mt, 
several reasons prevented this movement: 
1) Because of the weather in November and early December as well as the constraints on 

the drilling system, which were only determined during the field season, it was felt 
that at least 12 to 14 field days were required to complete an estimated 10 to 15 m 
deep hole through the Sirius Group at Mt Feather.  Even though there were no helo 
moves within the Allan Hills area, we were still only able to leave for Table Mt on 7 
December.  With this late a departure, the required time at Mt Feather was simply not 
available in this field season. 

 



2) With the drilling system, field camp and personnel, at least 6 and probably 7 helo 
loads would be required for K 047A to put in at Mt Feather.  This was beyond the 
helo support which Antarctica NZ was prepared to give K 047A for the season.  
Although the exact helo hours used are not yet available, K 047A was allotted 33.1 
hours for the season and 11.5 hours were used to move K 047A from Marble Pt and 
Lake Vida to Allan Hills.  An additional sling load of fuel would probably have been 
necessary to complete the drilling at Mt Feather. 

 
Collecting Endoliths at Battleship Promontory 
On Monday 4 December 2000, helicopter HNO from Allan Hills unloaded Alex Pyne, 
Warren Dickinson, Wayne Pollard and Glen Kingan at approximately 10:15 am with 
emergency camp gear.  Stratus cloud was at about 4/8, wind <3 knots and variable, and 
temperature was about -6°C.  The helo returned from Marble point for pickup at about 12:45.  
During this time, cloud cover increased to about 7/8 but winds had remained about the same.   
 
Endoliths with bright green colour were patchy in their habitat and more difficult to find than 
anticipated.  Unfortunately, only 2 hours had been allotted for sampling, and due to sample 
variability, probably 3-4 hours were needed to collect the required amount.   
 
Endoliths were found both in fractures and as a consistent layer about 5 mm below the 
surface in the more porous and weathered sandstone of the Beacon Heights Orthoquartzite.  
However, during the collection time an understanding of the most favourable growing 
conditions of the endoliths was not determined.  To sample as efficiently as possible in the 
restricted time frame, tasks were divided as follows: 
 
Warren Dickinson searched for endoliths with a geo pick and recorded notes on the 
collection.  He also too 35mm pictures and digital video of the operations.  Wayne Pollard, 
using a geo pick, searched the wider area for endoliths.  Glen Kingan also searched for 
samples and used the kanga hammer for splitting large samples which were brought to Alex 
Pyne for processing.  Alex Pyne, with two layers of latex gloves on, sized the samples with a 
small chisel, and bagged and labelled them.  
 
The endolith samples were taken from two areas about 30 m apart and from numerous sites 
of boulders or slabs the size of which are listed in the following table.  
 
Endolith Samples Collected 

Area #1 (photos 4-7, 4-8, 4-9) about 150 m from helo landing 
Site # Rock Size (mm) Comments 
1 --- surface outcrop 
2 200x100x100 Endoliths in small fractures 
3 200x150x100 North facing boulder w/smooth face 
Area #2 (photos 4-10, 4-11) about 30m SE of area 1 
4 250x250x100 weathered & friable 
5 --- weathered & friable 
6 --- weathered & friable 
7 --- highly weathered and pock-marked 
8 1000x500x500 hard but few fractures 
9 1000x500x200 crumbly and fractured 
10 500x400x300 hard red horizon, surface is platy 



11 --- surface crust over hard ss 
12 1000x750x100 slab is very rich in endoliths 
13 --- helo approaching 

Record of Core Holes Drilled  for K047A (in chronological order drilled) 
AREA HOLE # DATE START 

DEPTH (m) 
TOTAL 
DEPTH (m) 

TOTAL CORE 
RECOVERED (m) 

 
 
 
 
 
Lake 
Vida 

PC-5 11/11 0 1.89 1.89 

 PC-4 11/11 0 1.81 1.66 
 PC-1 12/11 0 2.45 2.17 
 PC-6 12/11 0 1.37 1.25 
 PC-7 13/12 0 2.06 1.89 
 PC-3 13/11 0 1.82 1.70 
 PC-2 13/11 0 1.84 1.63 
 PC-8 14/11 0 1.93 1.80 
 PC-9 14/11 0 1.99 1.91 
  17.16 15.90 
Allan 
Hills 
(Trudge 
Valley) 

AH-T-1 24-26/11 0 4.23 2.30 

 AH-T-2 28-30/11 0 8.38 5.90 
  12.61 8.20 
 
 
 
 
Table Mt 

TM-00-1 8-10/12 0.44 6.30 5.66 

 TM-00-2 12/12 0.24 2.70 2.03 
 TM-00-3 13/12 0.14 2.17 1.95 
 TM-00-4 14/12 0.48 3.21 2.73 
 TM-00-5 14/12 0.12 1.83 1.71 
 TM-00-6 15/12 0.14 4.40 4.26 
  20.81 18.34 
   50.58 42.44 

 
 



4)  Publications 
A preliminary report on the shallow drilling methods and core results will be published as an 
Antarctic Research Centre Report in June 2001.  This report will include much of the 
technical work on the drilling system, core logs and photographs, maps and cross sections. 
Copies of this report will be sent to Antarctica NZ. 
 
Further publications of the scientific results will be published in international peer-reviewed 
scientific journals.  Copies of this work will also be sent, when available, to Antarctica NZ. 
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